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'Satellit Empfang + Technik' gives a rating of 88 out of 100, in a comparison in which
Televes’ product exceeds its competitors

The leading German magazine on
satellite reception gives the QSD dish
a rating of “very good”
Santiago de Compostela, 18th March 2014. One of the most prestigious specialist magazines in
satellite TV reception in Germany has certified the excellent quality of the range of QSD dishes. The
Satellit Emfang + Technik magazine awarded this Televes product 88 points out of a possible 100,
giving it a rating of “very good”.
Satellit’s analysis focuses on the QSD 75 model and highlights its main virtues as its finish, easy
installation and the signal reception quality it provides. The report published in the magazine includes
the conclusions of the analysis of two other dishes of similar characteristics from another two
prestigious manufacturers. These products obtained ratings of 86 and 85 points, i.e. lower than the
Televes QSD, which comes out on top in the comparison.
QSD is the premium line in the range of Televes dishes. Approved by the TÜV Institute, these
products feature an advanced design that ensures maximum precision in signal reception, as well as
great durability. The dishes are aluminium with a Zamak LNB bracket holder and hidden wiring. They
have stainless steel screws and a steel mounting bracket that is hot galvanised to give a high
resistance to corrosion. Another virtue of the QSD range, also certified by Satellit, is the easy
installation for professionals, which is done in four simple steps.
The recognition of the quality of the QSD range is particularly significant as it comes from a
renowned media source in Germany, where satellite reception is the most widespread and the
technological competition is of the highest level.
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About the Company
Televes is a leading global company focusing on the design, development and manufacture of
systems and products associated with telecommunications services for the home, and specialising in
reception and broadcast of television signals. The company’s headquarters are located in Santiago
de Compostela (Spain), where the company was founded in 1958. At present, Televes is the head of
a Corporation containing 20 industrial and services firms, over 700 employees and 53 global patents.
Televes has nine international subsidiaries in Portugal, France, UK, Italy, Germany, Poland, UAE,
China and the U.S., and distributes its products to more than one hundred countries on five
continents through an extensive network of distributors. Throughout its 55 years of experience,
Televes has launched more than 1,500 different products, an achievement that can only be
explained from a real passion for manufacturing. The company produces at its own facilities,
renouncing outsourcing to ensure the highest quality. To achieve this, it has been the pioneer in the
implementation of automated lines and has its own testing and quality control laboratories. Therefore,
the brand’s products proudly display the "European Technology Made in Europe" stamp.

